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Purpose
Supporting the Yinhawangka, 
Banyjima and Nyiyaparli people.

Goal
Building resilience and capacity 
for the present and strong 
foundations for the future.

About IBN

Who we are

IBN Corporation is Trustee of the IBN Charitable 
Foundation and the Financial Assistance Foundation. 
We deliver programs and services to our members, the 
families and communities of the Yinhawangka, Banyjima 
and Nyiyaparli people. 

The traditional lands of the IBN people stretch across 
the Pilbara region of Western Australia, from west of 
Paraburdoo, through Karijini to Jigalong. IBN offices in 
South Hedland, Tom Price and Karratha offer our members 
the most direct and personalised service of any Aboriginal 
Trust in the Pilbara. IBN’s programs provide positive 
change to our members and thousands of Aboriginal 
people across the region. 

More than 60 per cent of IBN’s employees are Aboriginal 
people and over half are IBN members.

Our strong financial record is the result of a single Board 
of Traditional Owner and Independent Directors focused 
on delivering effective social and economic programs 
and building a Future Fund for coming generations. 
IBN is recognised as one of the strongest Aboriginal 
organisations in Western Australia. It’s a reputation we’re 
proud of, and one that we work hard to maintain.

EXMOUTH

KARRATHA

TOM PRICE

PARABURDOO
YINHAWANGKA

KARIJINI 
NATIONAL 
PARK

NYIYAPARLI

RESERVE

BANYJIMA

PORT HEDLAND

MARBLE BAR

NEWMAN

Western Australia Native Title Applications and Determination 
Areas (As per the Federal Court 30 September 2015)

CARNARVON
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IBN Leadership 
and Accountability

Lorraine Injie (Minadhu) Chairperson

May Byrne (Milyuranpa Banyjma)

Evelyn Kroczek (Niapaili)

Clive Senior (Independent)

Churchill Jones (Minadhu)

Peter Derschaw (Niapaili)

Brandy Wheelock from 1 May 2017 
(Niapaili)

John Cunningham (Independent)

Phillip Dhu (Banyjma)

Jahna Cedar from 1 May 2017 
(Niapaili)

Alan Scott (Independent)

Tom Stephens (Independent)

Our Board

IBN is an Australian company registered with the Australian 
Securities & Investments Commission and operating under 
the Corporations Act. IBN is also a registered charity with 
the Australian Charities and Not-for-profits Commission.

The Representative Corporations of IBN

The IBN Corporation structure is set out in the 
IBN Constitution.

IBN Corporation has four shareholders representing 
members  across IBN’s three language groups – 
the Representative Corporations are the Minadhu, 
Milyuranpa Banjyma, Banyjma and Niapaili Aboriginal 
Corporations, each of which is registered with the Office 
of the Registrar of Indigenous Corporations (ORIC). 
The ‘Rep Corps’ advise the IBN Board on community 
membership, appoint Traditional Owner Directors to 
the IBN Board, and provide feedback on IBN programs 
and services.

IBN Board of Directors

The IBN Board consists of six Traditional Owner Directors 
and four Independent Directors.

Auditors

Stielow & Associates acts as Auditor for IBN, providing 
expert and independent analysis of IBN financial 
management and accounts. Stielow & Associates 
also conduct quarterly audits for the IBN Finance and 
Investment Committee and CEO. These audits ensure 
IBN complies with the Corporations Act.

Investment Advisors

The Myer Family Company (MFCo) was appointed in 2011 
as the principal investment advisor to the IBN Board and 
manage most of IBN’s investments in accordance with 
IBN’s investment policy and Board instructions.
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What we do

Pic? IBN provides assistance to the 
IBN Community in the following 
key ways:

Community Programs

IBN delivers life-changing outcomes through our 
Community Programs, focusing on services and projects 
in language and culture, education, health, housing, 
training, employment and business enterprise, and 
support during emergencies.

Field Officers

Field Officers provide support to members in accessing 
IBN Community Programs, plus personal and practical 
assistance in a range of areas. These include connecting 
with public health and education services, career 
counselling, drivers’ licences, identification cards, 
and drug and alcohol rehabilitation. 

Major Programs and Projects

IBN delivers a range of programs and projects to help 
build sustainable futures for the IBN Community, with 
a focus on housing, health, education, employment, 
enterprise and culture.

Our key projects in the current 
year include:

• Community Programs Review: Following on from 
the introduction of the new Member Essentials and 
Household Essentials programs, IBN is reviewing 
all Community Programs to ensure they meet the 
changing needs of members and provide the most 
targeted support.

• Education: IBN is conducting an education review 
to assess the performance and impact of IBN’s 
educational programs and guide the development 
of future programs.

• Health: In partnership with health service providers 
IBN employs full-time nurses to work with IBN 
members and families.

• IBN Services: The Wedgefield crew are building the 
region’s only commercial scale, Pilbara native plant 
nursery as well as developing furniture-making and 
landscaping teams.

• Service Delivery: Teams In Hedland, Tom Price and 
Karratha assist members to get ‘work-ready’ with 
licences, work preparation, training and CV support.

• IMMS: This is our labour hire company and gives 
members new work opportunities at IBN Services, 
in our joint-venture with Goodline and into jobs across 
the Pilbara in mining, services and administration.

• Language, Culture and Heritage: IBN is the 
only Aboriginal trustee in the Pilbara to have a  
full-time linguist employed to record and preserve 
the traditional languages and cultural knowledge of 
the IBN Community.
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Chairpersons  
Report

Thanharru! Welcome.

On behalf of the IBN Board I would like to take this 
opportunity to acknowledge our IBN elders and family 
members both past and present. I would also like to 
acknowledge the contributions of outgoing Board Directors 
Peter Derschaw and Evelyn Kroczek. During their tenure 
IBN faced many challenges as it grew into the organisation 
we see today. It is due to the combined efforts of all IBN 
Directors that we have been able to deliver long lasting 
benefits to IBN communities. I also extend a warm welcome 
to our new Nyiyaparli Directors, Brandy Wheelock and 
Jahna Cedar.

The 2016/17 year has been one of many changes. After 
years of negotiations with BHP the amendments to the 
Mining Area C Agreement (MACA) have been finalised with 
most of the new approved Trusts now established. 2016/17 
marks the end of an era for IBN. Throughout this turbulent 
period IBN has endured the Global Financial Crisis, the 
largest mining boom in Australian history, the following 
slump and, at the same time, very significant changes to 
the MACA. It is very important now for the IBN Board to 
focus on corporate stability.

The implementation of the new MACA means that IBN is in a 
period of financial constraint. All mining production payments 
until 2021 will be paid to the new Approved Trusts and 
payments to the IBN Charitable Foundation are suspended for 
the ‘Rebalancing Period’ – this is the back pay of more than 
$100 million to the new Approved Trusts. 

The suspension of payments into the IBN Charitable 
Foundation will put pressure on funding of IBN’s Community 
Programs and services. I commend the four Representative 
Corporations and IBN staff who are working in collaboration 
to make this process the best it can be. 

Another year of falling revenue and a growing membership 
means that now, more than ever, we have to adapt and 
transform so that IBN remains one of Western Australia’s 
leading Aboriginal organisations. In this regard, the IBN 
Board commenced a thorough review of the Future Fund 
to ensure that it lasts into perpetuity. The Board also 
commenced a review of the Investment Policy to provide the 
returns on investment that can fund programs now and into 
the future.

The IBN Board maintains its focus on the objectives of the 
IBN Charitable Foundation so that funding of IBN programs 
is aligned to the Trust Deed and those priorities set out in 
the IBN Strategic Plan.

The 2016-2020 Strategic Plan gives priority to: 
• Education, Training and Employment
• Language, Culture and Heritage
• Personal, Family and Community Esteem
• Health and Well-Being and
• Economic and Social Enterprise.

The strong foundations on which IBN has been built, 
is a testament to the strength and resilience of the IBN 
Community and will be a shining light for many generations. 
100 years from now people will look back and think about 
the journey from IBN’s foundation years.

This strategy of sustainable financial management will 
ensure IBN continues to build community capacity, delivers 
worthwhile programs and services and, demonstrates good 
governance across all of our business.

Good governance and strong leadership is part of the 
bigger picture of Aboriginal social, cultural and economic 
development and the journey towards self-determination 
and economic independence.

The IBN Board would like to acknowledge the Yinhawangka 
Native Title Determination handed down by the Federal 
Court in July 2017. The Yinhawangka Native Title 
determination process took more than 20 years and is a 
cause for celebration by all IBN families as it marks the legal 
recognition of Yinhawangka land and culture. Without the 
Yinhawangka Elders both past and present this would not 
have been possible.

On behalf of the IBN Board, I would like to thank the 
CEO and all IBN staff for their resolve and commitment 
in delivering another successful year. I also take this 
opportunity to thank my fellow Directors for their service and 
leadership to one of Western Australia’s leading Aboriginal 
organisations – one that seeks to support the aspirations of 
the IBN people, and responds to the needs of IBN families 
and communities – today, tomorrow and into the future.

Lorraine Injie
IBN Chairperson
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CEO Report

Thanarru and welcome to the 2016/17 IBN Annual Report.  
I am pleased to report on a year that has seen significant 
positive change for IBN Corporation and IBN members.

Key Achievements

• First apprentices started at IBN Services and crew 
numbers increased by over 50 per cent.

• Mirli Maya Retirement Village has been housing IBN 
elders for a year.

• More than 52,000 Community Programs applications 
were processed. 

• IMMS, our labour hire and recruitment business, 
provided over 141 Indigenous people with job 
opportunities.

• ‘All Aboard the Spinifex Express’ toured to 35 Pilbara 
communities sharing Aboriginal stories and languages 
– IBN secured the largest arts touring grant ever 
approved through Royalties for Regions to take the 
show to more than 4,000 people.

• IBN Services completed landscaping works at 
Port Hedland International Airport.

• A new joint-venture contract was established 
with Goodline for gardening, landscaping and 
pool maintenance of BHP houses in Port and 
South Hedland.

• IBN education scholarships are helping IBN kids 
through high school, university and TAFE and one of 
our kids, Layneisha Sgro, was 2016 NAIDOC Scholar 
of the Year. 

• Camp Kurlungka, a children’s cultural camp on-country 
in Karijini, is in its second year.

The changes to the MACA were approved in October 2016 
by the IBN Board, BHP and the individual corporations 
representing the Yinhawangka, Banyjima and Nyiyaparli 
people. Congratulations to everyone who has worked 
so hard over many years to get this done.

The MACA changes mean that IBN has a clear role as a 
charitable trust. We are building businesses to provide 
increased employment for IBN members as well as 
supporting IBN Community members with household 
costs, health, education and cultural activities. 

Direct financial payments to Traditional Owners through the 
MACA are now the responsibility of the 5 new ‘Approved 
Trusts’: one for Yinhawangka, two for Banyjima and two for 
Nyiyaparli. Until 2021, all MACA royalty payments will go 
to the five new Approved Trusts with an estimated total of 
more than $100 million.

Final cash distribution from the  
Financial Assistance Foundation 

IBN made a final cash distribution of $2,400 to Traditional 
Owners ($2,500 for elders) from the Financial Assistance 
Foundation (known as the ‘FAT’) in December, 2016. 
This is the last cash distribution from the FAT, as the 
new ‘Approved Trusts’ will now make payments to 
their beneficiaries. 

We have some challenges ahead

Changes to the MACA mean that for the next five years 
IBN will receive no royalties payments and will operate 
from reserve funds, investments and income from our 
businesses. 

The IBN Board has approved a budget designed to 
maintain services to the IBN Community and reduce our 
costs during this time.

The plan is to have an operating budget that is sustainable 
into the future. To achieve this, we are building IBN’s 
businesses, increasing partnerships and linking our 
programs to government funding. 

The IBN Board has approved the restructuring of our funds 
into three accounts:

• Operating Account: This is the account to pay for IBN’s 
annual budget.

• Investment Account: This is a five-year fund invested to 
provide good returns and top up the Operating Account 
each year.

• Future Fund: This is a long-term fund designed meet 
the obligations of the trust deed and grow over time to 
provide for future generations of the IBN Community. 

New Community Programs

The IBN Board approved changes IBN’s Community 
Programs this year. The old ‘Crisis and Hardship’ program 
was replaced on 1 February, 2017, with two new programs, 
‘Household Essentials’ and ‘Member Essentials’. These 
changes are designed to provide IBN members with more 
personal control and support for everyday living costs. More 
changes to the Community Programs will be announced 
in November 2017 and implemented by 1 January 2018. 
These changes will maintain the Community Programs and 
increase the range of support for members.

Refurbishment of Brand Street, 
South Hedland 

Our headquarters at 3 Brand Street in South Hedland 
is IBN’s single largest asset and the building is being 
upgraded so that it continues to be a profitable investment 
into the future.

We have secured nearly a million dollars from Lotterywest 
to do much-needed refurbishment of the building and when 
finished, 3 Brand Street will provide new community meeting 
spaces, a new reception and offices for IBN members and 
staff, meeting and storage space for IBN Representative 
Corporations, and space for new commercial tenancies. 

Our Team

More than 60 per cent of all IBN staff are Indigenous, and 
more than half are IBN Members. Our non-Indigenous staff 
come from more than 12 different ethnic backgrounds. 
One of the great things about working for IBN is the 
enthusiasm and professionalism of the staff who turn up 
each day to contribute to the IBN Community. 

Because of our staff, IBN has become one of the leading 
Aboriginal corporations in Western Australia. Achieving 
great things takes effort from many people and I would like 
to thank our members, staff and board for their efforts in 
making IBN such a great organisation.

Tony McRae
Chief Executive Officer

ABOVE: IBN coordinated first-class training from the Australian Institute 
of Company Directors (AICD) for IBN Representative Corporation 
Directors and leaders from other Aboriginal Pilbara organisations 
in South Hedland in March.

Indigenous Mining 
and Marine (IMMS) – 
Job placements

  141  Aboriginal   

  4 Non-Aboriginal

Aboriginal employment  
at IBN

  59%  Aboriginal staff 

  41%  Non-Aboriginal staff
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Highlights included a 
music lesson from the 
West Australian Symphony 
Orchestra, listening to stories 
from elders, cooking with 
celebrity chef Mark Olive, 
and learning how to use a 
GPS in a cross-country walk...

Camp  
Kurlungka 

IBN held our first on-country kid’s camp, 
‘Camp Kurlungka’ in Karijini National 
Park last year. It was so successful IBN 
decided to do it all again in 2017.

Camp Kurlungka is about connecting kids with country. 
The kids spend a week on-country in Karijini, learning 
from elders about culture and language. They build new 
friendships and enjoy new experiences through music,  
art, food and sport. 

Highlights included a music lesson from the West 
Australian Symphony Orchestra, listening to stories from 
elders, cooking with celebrity chef Mark Olive, learning 
how to use a GPS in a cross-country walk, and making 
their own red dirt tie t-shirts. Camp Kurlungka is run by 
IBN staff and volunteers and generously supported by 
local organisations who donate their time, expertise 
and equipment. 

“We hope that by giving the kids a chance to do things 
they haven’t done before, like playing instruments with 
the West Australian Symphony Orchestra, or cooking with 
a famous chef, that they will understand they can walk in 
two worlds. New experiences build confidence; our kids 
will learn that they can achieve anything.” – Lorraine Injie, 
Chairperson, IBN.

“This year we worked closely with Tom Price Youth Support 
Association to get the kids involved in team-building 
activities that encouraged anti-bullying. Unfortunately 
bullying is part of many kids’ lives and we wanted to 
show them ways to work together to deal with this sort 
of behaviour.” – Kim McCall, Camp Leader.

“The music we listened to today is calm and beautiful.” 
– Parys Cook. 

“It was really fun cooking the damper. Some of the 
techniques he (Mark Olive) showed us – I didn’t even 
know you could do that.” – Montel Kelly. 

“The challenge was to make the best outfit out of rubbish 
bags. It’s going to be really fun to see what people 
come up with. It’s teaching us to work as a team and 
to think together.” – Bill Cooke.

“We used the GPS and went for a bushwalk. We went 
to the lookout and saw the gorge with all the water, there 
were big caves. It looked so good. We used the GPS to 
get back to camp and talk to each other on the radio.” 
– Billy Bob Kelly.

IBN has made a deadly film about the camp.  
View it at www.ibngroup.com.au under ‘Now Playing’.
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IBN saw a need to share 
Aboriginal languages with 
children, the future custodians 
of these precious words. The 
result was All Aboard the Spinifex 
Express, a unique all-singing, 
all-dancing show that takes the 
audience on a journey to meet 
the fascinating characters and 
animals who call the Pilbara 
home. This year IBN secured a 
grant to tour the show, and it 
was seen by more than 4,000 
people across the Pilbara. 
We made a film about the tour. 
See it at www.ibngroup.com.au



The Community  
Programs
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IBN Community Members 
can access up to $1,800 
per financial year to 
spend how they choose 
on household expenses 
such as utility bills, white 
goods and basic furniture. 

Community Programs focus on the 
following key areas:

• Household Essentials 
• Emergencies
• Legal
• Elderly, Disabled and Infirm
• Funerals
• Education
• Language, Culture and Heritage
• Health
• Member Essentials (formerly ‘Crisis and Hardship’)
• Enterprise Grants 

Crisis and Hardship

After extensive consultation with Rep Corps and 
community members, the Board approved the cancellation 
of this program on 1 February 2017. It was replaced by 
Household Essentials and Member Essentials. Crisis and 
Hardship had included help with food and utility bills, 
funeral costs and extra support for elders and people 
who are ill, or disabled, and all of these are now provided 
through the new programs.

Total program expenditure: $1,739,742

Household Essentials

IBN Community Members can access up to $1,800 per 
financial year to spend how they choose on household 
expenses such as utility bills, white goods and basic 
furniture. This program is available to all members without 
proof of need.

Total program expenditure: $532,541

Member Essentials 

Designed to help those in the IBN Community who are 
most in need, this program can help with food vouchers, 
telephone disconnection, vehicle repairs and rental arrears. 
This program requires proof of financial hardship or crisis.

Total program expenditure: $787,607

Emergencies

This program provides financial relief during times 
of natural disasters, plus emergency clothing and 
medical assistance.

Total program expenditure: $18,360.20
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The IBN Nurses

IBN is the only Aboriginal organisation in the Pilbara 
to provide full-time nurses to deliver free and expert 
healthcare to members in Pilbara towns and communities. 
The IBN Nurses make home visits, hold regular community 
clinics and connect members with the specialist services 
they need. The nurses have made a positive difference 
in the lives of our community. IBN will continue to partner 
with health service providers to ensure this valued service 
reaches more members in the future.

Karratha Nurse

Total consultations: 1053
Individual consultations: 830*
*830 individuals make up the total consultation figure.

Tom Price Nurse

Home visits: 114
Individual consultations: 293

Health

Health is a key priority for IBN, and good health is essential 
to happy lives. IBN employs nurses and partners with local 
health providers to give IBN members across the Pilbara 
access to a wide range of health services. IBN employs 
two full-time nurses to care exclusively for IBN people in 
and around Tom Price and Karratha. This unique service 
enables people in remote areas, who often find it difficult to 
access healthcare, to receive expert care within their own 
communities. We also provide support with general and 
dental health expenses and offer extra help for those who 
are elderly, ill or disabled.

Total program expenditure: $1,047,595

The IBN Nurses, based in 
Karratha and Tom Price, make 
home visits, hold regular 
community clinics and 
connect members with the 
specialist services they need.

“�Relationships�take�a�long�time�to�
develop�trust.�Being�right�there�in�
the�communities,�visiting�people�at�
home�gives�me�the�opportunity�to�build�
a�strong�bond�with�the�IBN�community.�
And�it’s�those�relationships�that�allow�
me�to�provide�a�holistic�approach�to�
care.�I�can�get�a�better�understanding�
of�what�other�sort�of�specialist�medical�
and�professional�services�they�need�and�
their�family�needs.”�

Stacey Robinson, �

IBN�Nurse�Tom�Price
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Higher Education Program 

Law student Karri Walker (pictured right) 
travelled to Geneva earlier this year to gain 
a better understanding of international law.

Karri Walker, Nyiyaparli woman and Law 
student at the University of Melbourne.

Karri is studying law at the University of Melbourne with 
help from IBN’s Higher Education Program. Her message 
to other Indigenous young people thinking about university 
is to “dream big, keep trying and don’t let anyone tell you 
that University isn’t an option because it is.”

Karri began her university studies in 2013, majoring in 
criminology and Indigenous studies and it was the cross-
over between the two that first ignited her interest in law.

“Growing up I have seen and felt the injustice that 
Indigenous people face, often as a result of the law,’ 
she said. “I see the law as creating a site for change for 
Aboriginal people.”  

The Higher Education Program has helped Karri with costs 
connected to her degree, including text books and a two-
week study trip to Geneva to look into the complexities of 
international law.

“Visiting institutions such as the International Committee 
of the Red Cross, the World Health Organization, the 
United Nations, and the World Trade Organization, we 
gained unique insights into international law that cannot 
be taught within the classroom,” said Karri.

“IBN’s financial assistance has very much helped me 
during my degree as I have not had such a heavy burden 
in relation to balancing my studies and work.”

Last year Karri advocated for greater recognition and 
understanding of Indigenous law and sovereignty by 
becoming the first Indigenous Student Representative 
at the Law Student Society (LSS).

Last year Karri advocated 
for greater recognition 
and understanding of 
Indigenous law and 
sovereignty by becoming 
the first Indigenous 
Student Representative 
at the Law Student 
Society (LSS).

“The LSS had an environment providing women’s and 
queer representatives, but there was no one speaking on 
behalf of Indigenous students. I saw this as a real gap. 
This year I have been working to foster positive cultural 
change within the law school. I have also hosted a public 
lecture with Uncle Wayne Atkinson, the principal claimant 
in the Yorta Yorta Native Title Case.” 

Karri hopes to use her studies to further her understanding 
of native title and her passion for human rights to improve 
the lives of Indigenous people in the future. She is a truly 
inspiring young person, and we wish her all the best in 
achieving her dreams.

Education

A good education is the best foundation for IBN people 
and their families to be able to ‘walk strong in two worlds’. 
IBN provides help with a range of education costs 
including school, university and TAFE fees, and our High 
School Scholarships are helping IBN children attend some 
of the best schools in Western Australia. Introduced in 
2015, the Higher Education program assists with the costs 
of studying at university or TAFE and offers a grant of up 
to $20,000 toward HECS fees at the completion of studies, 
to encourage people to bring their new skills home to 
the Pilbara. 

Total program expenditure: $859,295
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High School Scholarships 
making dreams come true 

Field Officers

Field Officers provide support in accessing IBN Community 
Programs and offer guidance to connect with mainstream programs. 

IBN Field Officers provide personal and practical 
assistance in many areas, including navigating public 
health and education systems, career counselling, 
drivers’ licences, identification cards, and drug and 
alcohol rehabilitation. 

An area of special focus this year has been on early 
years education. During April, IBN began a push to 
ensure all members’ children are registered with IBN. 
By registering the children in their care, IBN members 

are able to access more support. This also helps IBN 
to understand how many children are within the IBN 
Community, their ages and what sort of help they need.

Planning is also underway to survey members in mid-
2017 to assess the educational needs of IBN families. 
We are interested in understanding and assisting in 
removing the barriers IBN members have to accessing 
and completing education and training programs.

Callum Cook – Rio Tinto Heavy  
Diesel Apprentice

After successfully graduating from Guildford Grammar 
School in Perth last year, Callum Cook has begun a 
four-year apprenticeship as Heavy Diesel Mechanic 
with Rio Tinto.

IBN supported Callum during his time at the prestigious 
Guildford Grammar through our High School Scholarship 
program and we are proud of what he has achieved and 
will continue to achieve in this new chapter of his life.

During his apprenticeship, Callum will gain on-the-job 
experience while working towards a nationally-recognised 
qualification that will set him up for life. 

IBN’s High School Scholarships are designed to give IBN 
children the opportunity to attend some of the best schools 
in Western Australia. This year have helped 14 kids achieve 
their educational goals through this program, and next year 
we aim to help even more.
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Jobs and training for 
IBN people: IBN Services

IBN Services provides training and employment 
opportunities in horticulture, construction, carpentry and 
landscaping to IBN people in Port Hedland. IBN Services 
runs the only commercial-scale native plant nursery in the 
Pilbara, with capacity for more than 300,000 seedlings! 

Since humble beginnings in 2013, IBN Services have 
expanded their crew numbers, undertaken a number of 
commercial jobs and added carpentry and boiler making 
to their services. This year, IBN Services have been working 
with Indigenous Mining and Marine Services (IMMS), IBN’s 
recruitment and labour hire business, to build up two 
‘pools’ of skilled, qualified workers who can be contracted 
onto various jobs through IMMS and the open job market. 
It’s been a productive and profitable partnership that has 
seen 44 IBN members plus 97 other Indigenous people get 
into employment this year.

New starters learn skills in horticulture. Eight new crew 
members began a Certificate II in Horticulture as part of 
their training this year. This brings the crew numbers to 
16. It’s the biggest crew so far and IBN Services is looking 
to offer more opportunities to IBN members to join the 
team in 2017. 

Training plan for success. IBN Services has been working 
with IMMS to further develop their ‘Training Progression 
Plan’ to better support crew members. The plan includes 
work-based and vocational training in horticulture, with 
a focus on personal development to ensure our crew is 
confident and work-ready at the end of their training. 

Nursery Accreditation. This year IBN Services became a 
registered member of the Nursery and Garden Industry 
Western Australia (NGIWA) and Nursery and Garden 
Industry Australia (NGIA). NGIWA is the peak industry body 
representing commercial growers, retailers and suppliers 
in Australia. We are pursuing full accreditation with both 
industry bodies and hope to secure this in late 2017. This 
will make IBN Services the only fully accredited commercial 
nursery in the Pilbara, an important leverage point in 
securing commercial contracts with large organisations.

Current Projects 

IBN Services has received huge interest and orders 
for Pilbara Native Plants for projects based around the 
Pilbara region including:

• Water Corporation  
Wedgefield Depot grounds maintenance.

• Frogmat Landscape Construction 
Great Northern Highway interchange revegetation.

• Ngarliyarndu Bindirri Aboriginal Corporation 
Supply of plants for landscape and 
revegetation projects.

• Roy Hill Mine 
Seed dormancy treatment for mine rehabilitation 
and revegetation projects.

• IBN Corporation 
Supply and install plants for Brand Street head 
office refurbishment.

Coming up in 2017/18… 

• BHP Billiton, Nelson Point Administration areas gardens, 
landscaping and reticulation renewal and refurbishment.

• Greening Australia partnership with BHP to provide 
landscaping to various Port Hedland assets.

• FMG, Anderson Point Administration and shelter belt. 
landscape maintenance.

• Roy Hill, ongoing contract to provide seed 
dormancy treatment for mine rehabilitation and 
revegetation projects.

• Big Heart, Roebourne Peace Place, landscaping 
and revegetation project.

• Yarra, supply of native plants for landscape 
and revegetation projects.

• Town of Port Hedland, supply plants for landscape 
and revegetation projects in Port Hedland. 

• Karratha City, supply plants for landscape and 
revegetation projects in Karratha including revegetation 
of bush medicine and bush tucker plants along 
creek lines. 

To find out more about the work of IBN Services, visit  
www.ibn-services.com.au

Above: IBN Services success story: Effie Injie 
(pictured above, front left) is just one crew member 
who, after getting her start at IBN Services, has joined 
FMG’s VTEC program. Pictured here with her new work 
mates at FMG’s Christmas Creek Mine. 

Right: Bradley McKenzie and Rochelle Dhu joined the 
IBN Services crew this year, and are both completing a 
Certificate in Horticulture.

It’s been a productive 
and profitable partnership 
that has seen 44 IBN 
members plus 97 other 
Indigenous people 
get into employment 
this year.
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Building Indigenous  
capacity in the Pilbara

Indigenous Mining and 
Marine Services (IMMS) 

IMMS is a wholly-owned subsidiary of IBN Corporation 
and the primary labour hire and recruitment agency for 
IBN businesses and programs. IMMS found employment 
for 141 Aboriginal people this year. Located in Wedge 
Street Port Hedland, IMMS connects Indigenous and 
non-Indigenous people with great job opportunities in 
mining, construction and marine throughout the Pilbara 
and Australia. 

Over 20 years IMMS has built a reputation for first-class 
labour market services by providing skilled Indigenous 
employees in a range of different industries. 

IMMS is part of IBN’s broader strategy to build self-
sufficient businesses to provide training and job 
preparation opportunities for our members, while also 
generating additional revenue for re-investment back 
into the IBN community.

IMMS launched a new website earlier this year and it’s a 
great place to register for work and search current jobs. 
IBN people may even see some familiar faces on the 
website, thanks to our very own IBN models. 

Visit www.imms.net.au to find out more.

IMMS is working with a range 
of partners across the Pilbara

IMMS secured a contract with Goodline in 2016 to provide 
maintenance services for BHP-owned properties in Port 
Hedland. It’s a big win for this IBN company and through 
IMMS we are working to develop further partnerships 
and more employment opportunities in shut-down crews 
through Goodline on FMG, Roy Hill and BHP sites. 

IMMS also works with North West Waste Alliance, Veolia, 
Koodaideri, Kalari and MLG Oz, to place workers on 
different jobs across the Pilbara.

Join us

IBN encourages members who are looking for work 
to register with IMMS.

If you need help with gaining tickets, licences or 
further training, contact IMMS through their website 
at www.imms.net.au or call 1300 368 865. 

If you want a bit of advice or help in getting job-ready, 
you can also talk our Service Delivery teams in South 
Hedland, Karratha or Tom Price.

IBN members who need advice or help to get job ready 
should speak to IBN Field Offices located at all IBN offices.

Operating since 1998, 
IMMS has built a reputation 
for first-class labour market 
services by providing skilled 
Indigenous employees in a 
range of different industries. 
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IBN encourages and assists 
members to record and 
preserve their cultural 
heritage by visiting country, 
creating learning aids to 
teach children language, and 
publishing the stories and 
knowledge of IBN people 
in books and videos.



IBN Language Project 
and the IBN Linguist: 
Preserving traditional 
languages of IBN people

Maintaining and teaching language is important in helping 
our young people remain strong in their Aboriginal culture 
and history. IBN is the only Aboriginal organisation in the 
Pilbara to have a linguist dedicated to the recording and 
preservation of the traditional languages and stories of 
its members.

Here is an update from Lorraine Injie, Coordinator, 
Language, Culture and Heritage, and Annie Edwards-
Cameron, IBN Linguist, about her latest work on the 
IBN Language Project…

Key achievements of the IBN Language Project this 
year include: 

• Establishment of the IBN Language Project 
internally at IBN

• Establishment of the IBN Cultural Heritage 
digital archive

• Pakarrpa Yinithunpalkurta – We Call the Country Name 

• Camp Kurlungka 

• Banyjima Dictionary 

• Developed autobiography books by IBN Elders

• Creation of early childhood language teaching 
and learning resources

Language, Culture and Heritage

Maintaining and teaching language connects us to our 
past and unites us in our future.

IBN is the only Aboriginal organisation in the Pilbara to 
have a linguist dedicated to the recording and preservation 
of the traditional languages, dance, songs and stories 
of its members. IBN encourages and assists members 
to record and preserve their cultural heritage by visiting 
country, creating learning aids to teach children language, 
and publishing the stories and knowledge of IBN people 
in books and videos.

Total program expenditure: $475,487
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Nanna Amy – Ngurrakarta 
(Homecoming): a film 
about coming home 

Mrs Amy Dhu is reunited in Port Hedland with her grandson, 
Russell Corbett, and Melissa Black and their children.

Nanna Amy – Ngurrakarta (Homecoming) follows the 
journey of Nyiyaparli elder, Mrs Amy Dhu, as she is reunited 
with the country and people she loves. Directed by 
Nyiyaparli filmmaker, Denise Groves, the project is proudly 
funded by IBN and Indigenous Community Stories. 

The film documents the reunion of two Pilbara sisters, 
Mrs Amy Dhu and Mrs Doris Mitchell. Separated from her 
sister several years ago when she left Port Hedland to live 
in an aged care facility in Geraldton, Mrs Dhu says the time 
away from country and family felt like an eternity. 

During April, a film crew recorded Mrs Dhu’s journey home 
and captured many surprises along the way, including 
an emotional family reunion at Port Hedland Airport and 
a special Welcome Back to Country from Kariyarra elder, 
Di Robertson.

Born at Roy Hill Station, the sisters spent nearly 60 years 
living in Marble Bar. Now aged 94 and 96 years, they are 
the oldest Nyiyaparli elders, and the film captures their 
intimate and extensive knowledge of country.

Mrs Dhu and Mrs Mitchell and other family members share 
their stories of growing up in the bush, the early years of 
living in Marble Bar, yandying, hunting and the cultural 
knowledge that is an interwoven part of this inspiring story. 
The film will launch later in the year. 

Mrs Irene Coffin, Mrs Dhu and  
Mrs Betty Petterson, reunited  
in Port Hedland.
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Aboriginal organisations 
meet with new Minister 
for Aboriginal Affairs

It’s been many years since a Minister responsible for 
Aboriginal Affairs has travelled to the Pilbara. This changed 
when newly appointed Minister, Ben Wyatt, met with local 
Aboriginal organisations in South Hedland earlier this year.

Coordinated by IBN and Pilbara Aboriginal Corporations 
and Enterprises (an association of 12 Aboriginal 
organisations from across the Pilbara), the meeting was an 
opportunity to meet with the new Treasurer and Minister for 
Aboriginal Affairs, Ben Wyatt.

Discussions focussed on issues facing Aboriginal 
people in the region, including proposed changes to the 
Aboriginal Heritage Act, a lack of effective services from 
local government agencies, and the importance of 
Aboriginal engagement in policy making.

PACE members work together to improve services, 
influence Government policy and promote the interests of 
Pilbara Aboriginal people. The Minister also launched the 
new PACE website which we encourage people to visit to 
find out more about their work, membership and upcoming 
meetings. Visit www.pace.org.au 

Mirli Maya IBN Elders 
Retirement Facility, 
South Hedland

Since opening in 2015, Miri Maya, has expanded to offer 
more care and services to residents. Three IBN Elders 
now live full-time in the facility with a resident caretaker 
and partnerships with a range of service providers, 
including meal preparation and shopping, a community 
activity hub and transport to medical appointments.

Designed to meet the cultural and lifestyle needs of 
Aboriginal elders, each fully furnished two-bed unit is 
wheelchair friendly and fitted with security buttons. In 
the two years since Mirli Maya opened, IBN has learnt a 
lot about running an Elders ‘village’ and we look forward 
to more IBN Elders joining the Mirli Maya community in 
coming years.

Housing

IBN housing support is there for emergency assistance 
to help members avoid becoming homeless through 
evictions triggered by late rent payment. Members are 
required to share the cost of emergency payments and 
work with IBN staff to develop household budgets for 
the future.

Total program expenditure: $296,425

Pilbara 
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It’s a wrap! 

Some of what’s been happening 
across the IBN offices this year…

Karratha celebrated NAIDOC in partnership with 
Karratha Central Health Care, Department of 
Justice, WA Heart Foundation, Pilbara Mental 
Health & Drug Services.

Joyce Drummond, Field Officer Education, with 
Clinton Cook, Field Officer, who joined the Tom 
Price team this year through IMMS.

Carolina Bendotti, and Lydia Tui (pictured left to right) are the new voices you might have heard 
over the phone in Tom Price this year.

This year, six IBN kids joined the Cadets Program offered by Tom Price Senior High School to learn life 
skills, including hands-on training in water and fire rescue, emergency services and first aid. Shakira Carey, 
Parys Cook, Kane James and Zaykeas Carey looking deadly in their new uniforms.

The IBN Services crew show off some of their 
handiwork to Minister for Regional Development 
Alannah MacTiernan, when she visited earlier this year.

Stacey Robinson, the IBN Nurse in Tom Price, 
gets ready for another busy clinic day in 
Wakathuni community…

IBN staff ‘White Ribbon Day’ in Tom Price 
in November by saying ‘NO’ to violence.

IBN staff and members from Karratha ran into 
familiar face at the Annual Roebourne Men’s 
Dinner…It’s Ernie Dingo!

Thanks to Sodexo for their help at IBN’s on-country kids’ camp, Camp Kurlungka. The kids loved the food!
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Summary of  
Financial Position

Charitable Foundation:  
Major Assets

  60,385,740  Future Fund  

  10,315,921  Operating Fund

  62,770,998  Investment Fund

  42,285,482  Fixed Assets

  3,555,471  Other Investments

  617,845  Cash (IBN Accounts)

Payments to language group trusts

  18,387,673.56   IB Bunjima Beneficiaries

  5,913,623.65   Yinhawangka Direct  
Benefits Trust

  3,650,553.81  Nyiyaparli Direct Benefits Trust

   4,018,676.89   Nyiyaparli No 2 Direct  
Benefits Trust

Rebalancing of Mining Area C 
Agreement payments
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Charitable Foundation:  
Major Expenses 

  4,012,482  Administration – Staffing & Admin

  6,121,463  Community Programs

  5,327,059  Member Services – Staffing & Admin

  625,454  IBN Services

  812,476  IBN Community Meetings

  391,474  Rep Corps

  609,145  Board

Community Programs

  3,163,675  Crisis & Hardship

  296,425  Social Housing

  99,165 Donation & Sponsorship 

  868,297  Education & Employment

  170,818   Enterprise

  1,047,595  Health & Wellbeing

  475,487  Language, Culture & Heritage
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The graphs shows the revenue 
received from BHP Billiton and 
other income (in yellow) and the 
net assets of IBN (in black). 
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IBN Corporation Pty Ltd
As Trustee for IBN Charitable Foundation

IBN Corporation Pty Ltd
As Trustee for IBN Charitable Foundation
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IBN Corporation Pty Ltd
As Trustee for IBN Charitable Foundation

IBN Corporation Pty Ltd
As Trustee for IBN Charitable Foundation

Financial Statements  
of the Financial 
Assistance Foundation
For the Year Ended 30 June 2017
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IBN Corporation Pty Ltd
As Trustee for IBN Charitable Foundation

IBN Corporation Pty Ltd
As Trustee for IBN Charitable Foundation
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Contact IBN
FREECALL 1800 014 401  

E: admin@ibngroup.com.au 

www.ibngroup.com.au 

South Hedland 

3 Brand Street 

South Hedland WA 6722 

P: 9140 0900 F: 9172 1136

Tom Price  
Shop 1, 973 Central Road 

Tom Price WA 6751  

P: 9189 3706 F: 9189 3717 

Karratha  
3/4 Welcome Road 

Karratha WA 6714 

P: 9185 1499 F: 9144 2521 


